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Dear Russell,

Russell Shippee
Quotes
"Haste makes waste"
Unknown
"Courage is what it takes to stand
up and speak; courage is also
what it takes to sit down and
listen."
Winston Churchill
"Be not afraid of changing slowly;
be afraid only of standing still."
Chinese Proverb
"The most pathetic person in the
world is the person who has sight
but no vision"

What is the big rush? Well, our web person was going away, so
I had to do this newsletter a week early.
Was it a rush? No, I knew in advance and was able to plan my
schedule so that it was done on time and without rushing.
Yes, it is easier to take the time to plan ahead. Of course, that
does not happen all the time. The goal is to make it happen as
often as possible.
One reader read the article of giving and immediately gave of
herself to call one in need. She reported it was quite a call.
However, I am sure there was value, and it was a good thing to
do. DW, thanks for reaching out.
Yes, Ed, I misquoted Winston Churchill. The quote should have
been, "We make a living by what we get, we make a life by
what we give." Maybe I was rushing. My apologies.
What if you could not fail? What would you rush to do? Do it,
you cannot fail.

Be the BEST You Can Be,

Russell R Shippee

Helen Keller
Feedback

Helping You, Motivating You, Encouraging You, to Be
the BEST You Can Be

I LOVE your letters....there is
always a wonderful nugget in
them.....MJ

Yes, You can buy the Book right NOW.

BUY the Book HERE - NOW

Click Here to Subscribe - You will be GLAD you did

RUSH
What is the Rush? Why are people always rushing, multitasking, and trying to fit 30 hours of
activity in a 24 hour day?
Do you try to do too much? Why? What does that effort create?
Just think, the effort to do too much creates the following:
Tension - Knowing you can't get it done but trying anyway

Not doing your best

- Not being proud of your work

Forgetting - When rushed and stressed you forget
Missing Out - When rushing you miss out on the value, the excitement,
you are doing

and the joy of what

Poor interpersonal relations
Stress
Hostility

Yes, to be in a rush is to do it all wrong. It is harmful to you, those around you, family, and the
function you are trying to do. Yes, it is all loss.
When you rush, you do not do your best nor do you give your full attention to the task at hand.
When you rush, you are likely to forget something and not be proud of what you have done.
Why are you rushing? Did you start too late, do you just have more to do than the time to do it,
or did you just not start until it was almost, if not, too late?
We find that those in a rush are usually always in a rush. First, find the cause of rushing. Then,
decide what, if anything, you want to do about it. If rushing is not healthy for you, then you need
to make a change. If you love the excitement of rushing and last minute deadlines, then that is
your choice.
For those who do not like rushing, you can do something about it. Keep a schedule and schedule
what you have to do. Do not schedule more than you can do in a day and leave enough time to
do the project at hand. Schedule more time than you think you need, as often things take longer
than expected. Be realistic. Focusing on one item and getting it done is faster and better than
doing three things at once and not finishing any of them.
Some are so rushed, they feel they do not have the time to stop and organize. Yes, you do. Stop.
Breathe. Look at what needs to be done and the time available to do it. You will be amazed at
how much better you feel and the peace you will experience by taking control.
Rushing is not a sign of being busy as much as it is a sign of being out of control.
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